*4o	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN POETRY
of the meaning. Thus he labours with single mind in the
husbandry of the mythological yield and its plastic develop-
ment. Spitteler's poem differs, in this respect, both from
Faust and from Zarathustra, for in these works there is a
greater conscious participation on the part of the poet in
the meaning of the symbol; accordingly the mythological
luxuriance in Faust and the intellectual exuberance in
Zarathustra are pruned down to the advantage of the
desired solution. Both Faust and Zarat/tustra are, for this
reason, far more beautiful than Spitteler's Prometheus. But
the latter, as a more or less faithful image of the actual
processes of the collective unconscious, has deeper truth,
Faust and Zaratkustm are of the very greatest assist-
ance in the individual mastery of the problem in question;
but Spitteler's Prometheus and EpimttfauS) thanks to its
abundant harvest of mythological nmterial, provides not
only a more general appreciation of the problem, but also
its manner of appearance in collective life* The principal
revelation of the unconscious religious contents in Spitteler's
work, is the symbol of the God-renewal, which is subse-
quently more fully expanded in the Olympian Spring*
This symbol appears in the most intimate connection
with the type and function antithesis, and manifestly
bears the significance of an effort to find the solution in
a" renewal of the general attitude, which Jn the language
of the unconscious is expressed as a renewal of God. The
God-renewal is a familiar archetypal image, that is quite
universal; I need only mention the whole complex of the
dying and rejuvenating God with all its mythological
precursors, down to the re-charging of fetishes and
churingas with magical force, The image affirms a
transformation of attitude by which a new potential of
energy, a new manifestation of life, a new fmitfblness
have come into being. This latter analogy explains
f the connection —• for which there is abundant proof—

